PYRAMID CITIES OF ANTARCTICA
The continent, for the most part is covered in about 2 miles of thick ice. In such cases some argue that the layer of ice actually serves as insulation much like an igloo would. NASA satellite images have revealed nonetheless traces of ancient settlement underneath the ice. The intriguing discovery
was made during aircraft tests trials of NASA’s Advanced Topographic Laser Altimeter System (ATLAS). Such technology aims to monitor changes in polar ice thickness. The infrared images are definitely intriguing and are used as evidence by experts. Such claim the images of structures are clearly
the proof of ancient human engineering could have built pyramids. Many believe that the pyramidal civilizations had a common-core origin. Others believe that the continent drifted southward in a massive Earth crust displacement that could have coincided with such events as the Flood of Noah.
Many others also suggest that Antarctica is actually the lost continent of Lemuria.

A N C I E N T T E M P L E S - M O U N TA I N C O M P L E X ?
Underneath the ice, based on the ATLAS infrared imaging, there appears to be a building complex that resembles the Great Pyramids of Giza that are aligned to the
starts of Orion. According to eye-witnesses and leaked information later revealed that in fact there was such a contingency and conspiracy of Nazi activity. The armada
of U.S. warships were devastated but not by Nazi war-crafts but by Alien UFO flying disks that emerged from the waters and destroyed a substantial amount of ships
and lives. The armada thereafter hastily retreated. The U.S. military operation was called High Jump.

ALIEN WAR 1
In this case, there is evidence that does corroborate such a
notion as the famous explorer and navigator, Admiral Byrd
had direct deals with such. At the Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station, there is actually a head bust commemorating his
contribution to the exploration of the mysterious unknown
continent. It is recorded that at the outset of the end of World
War 2, he was commissioned with an armada of U.S Navy
flotilla to eradicate such secret Nazi bases there.

Advanced Topographic Laser Altimeter System (ATLAS)
It is well understood that Nazi scientists were engaged in the paranormal and hidden Alien technologies that just were transplanted to the Antarctica as
the war was being lost by the Germans. If this was the case, then it was the first ever recorded battle that was directly between humans and Aliens.
In essence it was the first Cosmic World War.

This land of mystery is further complicated with the notion as some strongly believe that the Earth is actually ‘flat’ and that Antarctica is the
centripetal edge of the planet. It is for this reason that an international treaty of nations was forged to suppress the evidence and ‘truth’ of
this reality. Still others believe that the continent harbors the remnants of a vast network of Nazis in collaboration with Aliens that have
hidden bases and technology awaiting a full disclosure and New World Order.
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